Planning and Control Methods for HVDC/HVAC Hybrid Power Systems with Growing Penetration of Renewable Energy

Introduction and topics

In the context of building new power systems with the goals of full absorption of renewable energy, optimized allocation of large-scale energy resources, reliable supply of electricity, and secure and stable operation of power grid, this panel will discuss research on revolutionizing theory and methodologies of power system planning, operation, and control, by focusing on solving critical issues caused by the uncertainty of developing renewable energy projects, strong uncertainty of renewable generators' power outputs and the new characteristics of high-penetration power electronics. In particular, this panel includes topics of (1) large-scale spatio-temporal optimization models for planning cross-regional DC interconnection network; (2) theory and methodologies for coordinated planning of various regional renewable energy, supporting power supplies, energy storage, and HVDC topology considering multi-timescale power and energy balance as well as stability constraints; (3) security and stability control theory and technologies for coordinated precise control of source, network, load and storage devices in various types of power grid partitions; (4) combined balance control of active power and reactive power, ride-through control of renewable energy clusters, and coordinated stability control of renewable generators and storage devices for the control areas with renewable energy only and without sufficient synchronous power supplies. This panel will also discuss new theory and technologies for optimizing active power scheduling and frequency control with multi-timescale and cross-regional coordination.
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